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Prefazione

Abbiamo voluto scrivere questa guida immaginando di accompagnare voi 
visitatori negli spazi della Villa di Traiano mediante una piacevole 
passeggiata, sorta di “dialogo muto” tra voi che ci gratificate del vostro 
interesse e noi, impegnati ogni giorno nella valorizzazione di questo 
patrimonio storico e culturale. Abbiamo pensato di soddisfare alcune 
curiosità, di approfondire aspetti della vita quotidiana, forse meno frequenti 
nelle guide ai musei, fornendo un quadro interpretativo in cui calare la realtà 
archeologica  che vi accingete a visitare. Le pagine che seguono non vogliono 
essere “istruzioni per l’uso” della Villa, né un freddo elenco descrittivo di 
ambienti, forme, architetture. Il tentativo è, invece, quello di fornire 
suggestioni, certo puntuali e scientifiche, in grado di aiutare nella 
ricostruzione virtuale della “vostra” Villa  di Traiano e del panorama naturale 
che vi circonda. Ciò che ci interessa  non è tanto che, all’uscita, sappiate di 
più circa la Villa: l’interesse nei confronti delle dinamiche archeologiche e la 
curiosità che vi spinge alla visita rappresenta per  noi il punto di partenza. 
Tutto ciò che vi circonda può divenire oggetto di riflessione e l’archeologia 
non è altro che uno degli aspetti. Auspichiamo che, al termine, vi sentiate 
felici  di ciò che avete visto e che siate consapevoli di essere i primi custodi e 
fruitori di questo patrimonio.

We wanted to write this guide  in order to accompany visitors inside the  Villa of 
Trajan, as  a sort of  "silent dialogue" between us. We thought, by doing so, that we 
would satisfy your curiosity  and examine certain aspects of roman daily life, perhaps 
less  common in museum guides, and so provide  an interpretive framework in which 
we can place the archaeological heritage which you are  about to visit. The pages 
which follow are not meant to be taken as "instructions" for the Villa, nor as a 
descriptive list of a cold environments. On the contrary, the attempt is to provide 
scientific and precise suggestions, which will  help you to reconstruct "your" virtual 
Villa of Trajan and the natural  landscape  that surrounds you.  There is  no need for 
us to provide more information, as your interest and very curiosity in the 
archaeological dynamics have already presented a good starting point for us. Your 
surroundings may become the subject of reflection and archaeology is simply one of 
the aspects. We hope that at the end, you feel happy with what you have seen and are 
aware of being the first users and custodians of this heritage.
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La Villa

La residenza dell'imperatore 
Traiano (98-117 d.C.) sorge in 
un'area naturale di grande fascino. 
Ci troviamo in un territorio 
montuoso, ricco di acque, 
frequentato, in antico come ai giorni 
nostri, come luogo di residenza per 
trascorrere vacanze lontano dalla 
città e dai suoi ritmi. Pensando 
all'antica Roma, non dobbiamo 
dimenticare che essa rappresentava 
per l'epoca una autentica metropoli, 
centro di gravità del potere politico 
ed economico, nonché luogo in cui 
cogliere gli effetti negativi del 
sovrapopolamento.

Per farsi una idea di quanto 
simili alle attuali possano essere 
state le problematiche relative alla 
vita metropolitana, basti pensare

The Villa
The residence of  the  Emperor 

Trajan (98-117 AD) is  located in a 
natural  area of great charm. We are in 
a mountainous area rich in waters 
and popular, in ancient times as well 
as today, as  being a place for holiday, 
away from the city and its rhythms. 
Thinking of  ancient Rome, we must 
not forget that it represented, for  the 
time, a real metropolis, a centre for 
the political and economic power, 
where  you could see the negative 
effects of overpopulation.
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View of the lower terrace
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In order to have an idea of  how 
problems related to urban life may 
have  been similar to ours, you only 
have  to imagine that since the I c. BC 
the Romans had a law to regulate the 
traffic’s city.

This law1 stopped the transit for 
freight wagons during the day, until 
16.00 - 17.00, to allow a greater fluency 
of the traffic during the day2.

Even rubbish was a serious 
problem: despite the widespread pres-
ence of latrines and landfills, and the 
efficiency demonstrated  by the Romans 
in building sewers and drains, many 
organic household waste were thrown 
through the  window in the  night and 
gathered on roadside. The problem was 
so familiar which became subject for the 
satires of Juvenal3:

"And now regard the different and 
diverse perils of the night. See what 
a height it is to that towering roof 
from which a potsherd comes crack 
upon my head every time that some 
broken or leaky vessel is pitched out 
of the window! See with what a 
smash it strikes and dints the 
pavement! There's death in every 
open window as you pass along at 

night; you may well be deemed a 
fool, improvident of sudden acci-
dent, if you go out to dinner with-
out having made your will. You can 
but hope, and put up a piteous 
prayer in your heart, that they may 
be content to pour down on you the 
contents of their slop-basins!" (John, 
Sat. III, 268 et seq.)

This bad habit provoked the  
intervention of the law, so that people 
who lost their relatives, would be com-
pensated after their death: 

"If something is thrown away from 
a building, on a public passages, the 
judge will ensure legal action for the 
harm caused. If the object determine 
the shooting death of a free man, the 
magistrate will ensure legal action 
for compensation of fifty gold coin.”
(Digesto. 9, 3, 5, 1).

Juvenal, as we already said, was 
not kind with his city that, already two 
thousand years  ago, is described as a 
bolgia from which to escape:

"For where has one ever seen a 
place so dismal and so lonely that
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1  The Lex Iulia Municipalis was promulgated by Julio Cesar in 45 BC and reached us 
through the so called “Heracleas’ tables”, a series of bronze lamina, found at the end 
of  the XVIII c. in Basilicata.

2  Lex Iulia Municipalis also provided some special licenses. According to it  virgin 
vestals carpentum, wagons for public works, sheer legs during the day of 
competition, circus wagons during the day of the representation and, of course, 
wagon for the draining of  public lavatories could enter during the  day.

3 Juvenalis: 50-140 AD.



one would not deem it worse to live 
in perpetual dread of fires and fal-
ling houses, and the thousand perils 
of this terrible city, and poets spout-
ing in the month of August!" (John, 
Sat. III, 5 et seq.)

Its streets were sometimes full 
of rubbish and its  sights and smells 
were so unpleasant that, according to a 
decision of Trajan, it was established 
that prisoners  were also used for clean-
ing  latrines and sewers, and for the 
upkeep of the roads.

The great atmospheric pollution 
was a serious problem that hit both the 
lower and the wealthy classes with  res-
piratory diseases. Often, doctors rec-
ommended  to take a break away from 
Rome in order to treat these symptoms. 
Continuous  smokes from kitchens and 
ovens and fumes caused by sewage 
flowed into sewers or ran in the open 
air. Industrial structures and all kinds 
of workshops characterized the city's 
economic life, but at the same time 
made the air unbreathable.

Seneca, because of his poor 
health, was invited by the doctor  to 
leave the city and breathe fresh air  away 
from the Urbe:

"Do you ask me how I follow your 
advice?  When I leave the city and 
the acrid smell of the steaming 
kitchens which, together with dust, 
spread all pestilential fumes,  im-
mediately I feel  that my health im-
proves." Sen. to Lucile. 17-18.104.6

Even Horace, from his residence 
in Digentia, today called Licenza, lo-
cated at 40 km from Arcinazzo Romano, 

suggests  his friend Maecenas to leave 
the city:

"and stop to admire its overwhelm-
ing wealth and palace that touches 
the high clouds; the fume, wealth 
and the noise of Rome." Hor. Carm. 
3. 29.9.12

The emperors appreciated the 
most fascinating places, where   nature 
was uncontaminated, and choose them 
to build wonderful Villas.

It should be said however, that 
with the term “Villa”  the  Roman, ex-
tremely attentive in legal regulation of 
civil life, identified two distinct type of 
settlement: the “residential” Villa, simi-
lar to the modern meaning, and that the 
so-called “ country” Villa, which was 
somewhat like a farm, where the build-
ing  was associated  with a yard culti-
vated not only for subsistence. While 
the “country” Villa was linked to agri-
cultural  production and trade, the other 
was intended first of all for  rest and 
leisure or  the roman otium, well  known 
in is positive meaning according to the 
philosophical  and literary tradition. 
Otium must be cultivated away from  
everyday duties and trials of practical 
activities (negotium) of the city life.

Preferred places  for buildings, 
these  residences were  outside urban 
areas, not far  from Rome. They were 
characterized by attractive landscape, 
mild climate and fresh air. So the Alban 
Hills, the  Lazio coasts from Civitavec-
chia to Gaeta, and the Prenestini moun-
tains together with the Tiburtini  and 
Aniene’s Valleys, became privileged 
places for the construction of Villas  of 
great architectural value.
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In the case of Aniene’s Valley 
then, the wealth and fame of  the  river’s 
waters make more attractive the loca-
tion. Four of the eleven aqueducts that 
carried the “gold blue” to Rome got their 
sources from this  river: Anio Vetus, 
Aqua Marcia, Aqua Claudia and Novus 
Anio. In particular, the Aqua Marcia 
was considered for its organoleptic 
quality, the best water in Rome:

"The best cold water for healt in 
Rome is the Aqua Marcia, given to the 
Urbe, among other gifts, by gods." 
(Plin., Nat.Hist., XXXI, XXIV, 41)

Only  considering the area rich 
in water, we can find, from the 1 c. AD, 
several  villas: in 32, as  we already men-
tioned, Horatio had a villa near Digen-
tia (Licenza), which  the poet did not fail 
to describe in his works. During his 
reign, Nero started the  construction of  a 

massive and spectacular villa, sus-
pended between the Aniene  River sides, 
at Subiaco (Sublaqueum). Half a cen-
tury  later Trajan wanted a villa in this 
residential area, to enjoy the  wild  and 
beautiful  places and to practice his  fa-
vourite  leisure activity: hunting. Fi-
nally, in the Tivoli countryside, 
Hadrian will  achieve  what is the most 
spectacular residential work of Roman 
history.

The centre around which the 
economic and social life of  the territory 
developed, independently from the im-
perial summer holidays, was Afilae, 
today called Affile, located at about 6 
km from Arcinazzo Romano, near Subi-
aco.
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Panorama sul Monte Scalambra (a 
sinistra) e sugli Altipiani (qui sotto).

Left page: Scalambra Mount
Below: a view of Altipiani



There is little historical data 
concerning the Villa, but we are still 
able  to outline its political and adminis-
trative features. Afilae was a municip-
ium, a sort of  capital of a wider area 
within which lived communities that 
enjoyed Roman citizenship 4. Each mu-
nicipium was ruled by a town council 
(ordo decurionum) whose members 
enjoyed a great political and adminis-
trative power. Afilae is ascribed to the 
tribus Aniensis, like most Roman cen-
tres of the surrounding area.

We also know that the  territory 
of the ancient Affile was divided in 
centuries in 133 BC5. The centre  main-
tains only sporadic remains of Roman 
times because a lot of  towns and build-
ings were superimposed, one upon the 
other.

In I - II c. AD we could see  the 

interest of the imperial family in the 
area through several works6, after data 
became very rare, except some sporadic 
quotations.

Another town next to the Villa 
was Treba Augusta, today Trevi nel 
Lazio, often mentioned by sources  and 
known for its  proximity to Aniene river. 
Some inscriptions  of the I-III c. A.D. 
come from Treba, they documented 
works by various emperors.

According to sources mentioned 
before, Trajan had a passion for hunt-
ing. In the Panegyric that Pliny the 
Younger wrote in honour of the em-
peror, in 100 AD, he  sings his  physical 
and mental praises and also dwells on 
the "hobbies" of  the  sovereign: hunting 
and fishing.

"What distractions do you allow
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4  The etymology of the word municipium comes from the expression “munera capere” 
which can be translated as “ to have duty and right” towards Rome. Every municipium  
belonged to a Tribus ( there were 35 Tribus, divided between urban and rural) , that is 
a group of citizens belonging to the same territory. They determine the census, the 
military service and taxes.

5 The word centuriazione (divide into centuries) has military origin and means 100 men 
for each century which was also the roman legion. As a consequence of the roman 
extension and of the Empire, the Romans should organise their new territory.  At the 
beginning, the territory was divided in lots, according to an established low: the 
division into centuries provided lots of 200 iugera, which is about 50 hectares, of  
square shape, consisted of 20 actus for each side. They were given to 100 citizens 
(that means 2 iugera each citizen or un heredium, that is about half of an hectare). The 
Lex Sempronia, that regulated the centurazione , introduces a limit to the ownership of 
500 iugeri, with the addition of other 250 iugeri for each son until a maximum of 
1000  iugeri ( about 7  hectares). The land  was expropriated and given to free citizens, 
in lots of 30 iugeri (about 7 hectares). By doing so, the lex wanted to contrast the 
latifundium in favour of  the small rural property.

6 Such as the Valeria street, the Villa of  Nero at Subiaco and of  Trajan at Arcinazzo, 
and also varius works of  restoration for aqueducts and streets.



yourself but to comb woody slops, 
hunt wild beasts from their bur-
rows, overcome high mountains, 
climb icy peaks without help and, in 
the meanwhile, go into sacred 
groves in devout meditation and 
pray for gods?  He works hard to 
catch wild beasts but the hardest 
and more pleasant effort is to rouse 
them. And when He wants to test 
his strength at sea, He does not 
merely looks at ships, but he takes 
the helm or compete with his most 
talented fellow in breaking waves or 
tame the rebels winds and over-
come the adverse waves with oars" 
(Gaius Plinius Caecilius. Panegyric to 
Trajan, chap. 81)

Pliny’s description of the Em-
peror’s passions do help us  to recognise 
Trajan as the owner of the  Villa. Very 
often, these texts were not always cor-
rect, as they are the result of seven-
nineteenth centuries’ speculations. Of-
ten so rooted in local tradition, the texts 
were treated as facts in the  next bibliog-
raphy. In our case, however, the written 
and archaeological  sources, which are 
also the result of  a lucky  finding, con-
verge on the same historical figure, 
allowing a relative  certainty about the 
owner. What is  this data and, most 
importantly, how can we interpret it? 
First of all, the  written sources just 
mentioned, although they don’t men-
tion the Villa directly, describe the po-

tential panorama we may have seen 
nearly  two millennia ago. Secondly, 
there is  certainly an indirect reference to 
a second Trajan's Villa, a seaside resi-
dence, archaeologically known and 
placed near Centumcellae  (now called 
Civitavecchia). The first Villa would 
confirm the Emperor’s passion for the 
sea and navigation, the  other his pas-
sion for  mountains and hunting, as 
reported by Pliny. In support of  this 
supposition we have  archaeological 
data: at the end of the XI c., in fact, near 
the Villa a series of lead pipes  and lead 
water pipes were found. On one of these 
there is written:

"Imp Nervae Trajan Caesar. Aug. / 
German. Sub sub. cura Hebr lib. 
proc."

The Imperial nomenclature says 
much about the history of  the Roman 
institutions and reveals data of great 
importance for our comprehension.

According to costumes, the  
emperors, once obtained the leadership, 
also gained the name of their predeces-
sor together with the  praenomen 
“Caesar-Caesar” and the  epithet 
“Augustus-Augustus” 7, which assured 
important privileges. The tribunicia 
potestas, literally “the tribunician 
power” was  only reserved to tribunes of 
the plebs, that is one of the oldest insti-
tutions  of Rome. Their constitutions 
dating 494 BC when, during the early 
conf l i c t s  between patr ic ians and
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7  This prenomen, like Caesar, became an epithet and referred to both the power of 
the emperor: the Tribunicia Potestas and the imperium proconsulare maius et 
infinitum. The first “Augustus” was Ottaviano, adopted child of Caio Giulio Cesare, who 
obtained the title in 27 B.C, as suggested by the Senate.



plebeians, the latter elected representa-
tives  to defend their  petition. One of the 
major powers of the tribune was to ob-
ject or place a veto, and therefore it was 
able to guide and influence the policy of 
the Roman Senate, so it was a very 
influential figure.

Since 23 BC, Augustus as-
sumed the  tribunicia potestas, which 
was renewed annually, so each emperor, 
without having been elected tribune, 
automatically assumed the privileges. 
In this way, he could have a direct con-
trol over the main body of the republi-
can roman system, consolidating the 
position of control over the army and 
the Senate. It was the same for what 

concerns the Imperium Proconsulare 
maius  et infinitum, taken by Augustus 
in 23 BC. In the Roman law of the Re-
publican age, the Imperium was a right 
which belonged to consuls, magistrates 
and the dictator and also involved the
supreme military command. concerns 
the Imperium Proconsulare maius et 
infinitum, taken by Augustus in 23 BC. 
In the Roman law of the Republican 
age, the Imperium was  a right which 
belonged to consuls, magistrates and 
the dictator and also involved the su-
preme military command. It was ac-
claimed Imperator  the one who had won 
a battle, with more  than 5000 killed 
enemies. Caesar, once nominated dicta-
tor for life, obtained  the permanent 
command of the army and assumed the 
title of  Emperor... Thus, for the first 
time he joined to his three titles8 an
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8 Prenomen, the first name; nomen or noble title, last name; cognomen, name of  the Gens.

Vista notturna della Villa

A night view of the Villa



institutional power. From Augustus on, 
the first Roman “Emperor”, the title 
that was originally connected only to a 
temporary control, remained associated 
to the powerful emperor, for the whole 
age.

If emperors led victorious mili-
tary campaigns, they acquired the name 
of the lost population. The  attribute 
“Germanic” refers to campaigns 
against the  Germans led by Trajan be-
tween 98 and 99 AD.

A second group of fistulae, dis-
covered  in the late nineteenth c. in the 
Villa, contains a different word that 
adds some details  in order to better 
frame the period:

“Imp. Caesaris Nervae Traiani/
Optimi Aug. Germanic. Dacici”

(“Dell'Imperatore Cesare Nerva 
Traiano Ottimo Augusto

Germanico Dacico”).

The term “Dacice” refers to the 
victorious campaigns of 106 BC. How-
ever, the inscription does not contain 
the epithet Parthicus, attributed to Tra-
jan in 116 AD after the  military cam-
paign against the Parthians and so it is 
previous to this date.

The two groups of lead pipes tell 
us that the works at the Villa of Arci-
nazzo Romano has to take place before 
116  and certainly after the  victory 
against the Germans in 98-99 AD. 

After his death, Trajan will be 
remembered as:

IMPERATOR • CAESAR • DIVI • 
NERVAE • FILIVS • MARCVS • 

VLPIVS • NERVA • TRAIANVS • 

OPTIMVS • AVGVSTVS • 
FORTISSIMVS • PRINCEPS • 
GERMANICVS • DACICVS • 

PARTHICVS • MAXIMVS

Which indicates different cele-
brative epithets of military victories 
against Germans (98-99 AD), Dacians 
(101-102 and 105-106 AD), and Parts 
(116  AD) and he could also boast in his 
name the formula Optimus Princeps, or 
“best emperor”. The figure of Trajan 
was so loved during and after his reign, 
that from his death until the Byzantine 
period, the emperors were  greeted with 
the auspicious formula:

“Felicior Auguto, melior Traiano”
(“May you happier than Augustus and 

better than Trajan!”)

More information, issued from 
the first reading of the mentioned  pan 
pipes, is the task that was given to He-
brus, freedman and procurator of the 
emperor, which probably refers, to the 
works at the Villa. This character is also 
documented by other  inscriptions found 
at the  villa in Civitavecchia (CIL XV, 
7770-7771). 

Therefore it is  very likely that, because 
of the trust and work conducted by this 
freedman, Trajan decided to give him a 
double task for both the villas in Civi-
tavecchia and Arcinazzo.

Trajan would know the area 
because under his reign, in 98 AD, two 
important works were carried out to the 
Anius Novus Aqueduct. For various 
reasons, the murky waters of  this  con-
duct came to Rome, therefore it was
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decided to move the water intake near 
the Villa of Nero at Subiaco, where the 
emperor had  made a series of  reservoirs. 
Thanks to this  intervention, during the 
Trajanic age, Anio Novus water became 
very clear like that of the Aqua Marcia9.
The second work of  maintenance was 
carried out under  Trajan and concerned 
a restoration of the Subiaco street, built 
by Nero in order to reach de Villa of 
Subiaco. In 103-104 AD, Trajan took 
again the work to improve traffic near 
the residence10.

Once established why Trajan 
decided to built there his Villa, let’s see 
how his mountainous residence was 
built and planned.

Starting from the plateau, from 
Mount Altuino’s slop (1200 m above 
the sea level, visible on the back of the 
Antiquarium) going down to the valley, 
two foundations were created by terrac-
ing: the first, higher, and the other 
nearer to the valley, the only one where 
excavation were made. The terracing  are 
supported with substructures, visible in
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9 Front., De Acquaed., 15, 90-93.

10 Miliario XXXVII, CIL IX 5971- A. Donati, “ The army of  the IV and V Regions 
of  Italy”, in Epigraphic XXXVI, 1974. pp. 195-196, n 35.

A sinistra: sostruzioni della platea inferiore
Qui sopra: veduta generale della Villa da sud-est

Above: a south-eastern general view of the Villa
Left page: substructures of the lower terrace



several places11. These walls were built 
by the use of  pyramid-shaped building, 
arranged in an obliquely grid and al-
ternating with bricks. They determine 
the areas where the building were con-
structed. The use of  artificial terraces 
is  common for residences of  this type, 
as they made the most of the flat 
spaces.

When you visit an archaeologi-
cal site, you are naturally attracted to 
observe walls, remains, columns and 
arcades  which, the most huge they are 
the most beautiful they appear. This  is 
a quit normal reaction. However, those 
spaces  that seem "empty” and that 
sometimes we tend to ignore, are of 
great importance as essential parts of 
the architecture and decoration. In this 
particular case, the area at the centre of 
the foundation, where we are, seems 
naked, without walls and decorations. 
During that period, as well  as nowa-
days, the more the garden was beauti-
ful the more the Villa was beautiful. It 
is  evident that, as  they are very old 
buildings, nothing remain of their 
ancient beauty, nothing but these 
empty spaces  that, if we try to observe 
with a bit of imagination, are filled 

with majestic beauty. Let’s try to imag-
ine a colourful garden filled with many  
ornamental plants, fountains and 
decorative architecture.

Only now we realize that we 
are  in front of  one of  the crucial points 
of the Villa. To the south, (on the street 
side) a long porch with  a vault, laying 
on pillars and semi-columns and cov-
ered with filler, accompanies us, 
through a stairs  on the left, from the 
entrance until the colonnade which 
introduces us to the main body of the 
Villa. Behind it, there is a large tricli-
nar room with a nimpheum, framed by 
two halls with fountains on both sides. 
The central  garden in architectural 
design can be found in other residences 
nearby12, older13 or  more recent14  than 
the ones mentioned before. Each Villa 
has a building that rises from one of 
the short sides of the rectangle and 
which  consisted of a big  garden with a 
porch. The vault of the porch, was 
decorated with frescoes on a dark back-
ground with  red ribs and a central 
oculo on the top. The floor, by contrast, 
was covered with fine white marble 
slabs.

Thanks to a consisting portion
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11 Along the north side (Monte Altuino’s slope) in a east-west direction, and along the 
east side, in a north-southern direction, placed on the back of the museum, 
concerning the upper terracing. On the opposite site, they are visible along the 
Valeria-Sublcense street (in a east-west direction) and on the left, entering the 
archaeological site, in a north-southern direction.

12  Oratious’s Villa in Licenza or the so called  Gold Square of Adrian’s Villa in 
Tivoli.

13 F. i., Villa of  Phapirous in Ercolano.

14 F. i., Villa of  Quintiliis in Rome, along the Appia street.



of a clypeus (circle), representing the 
Winged military Victory, with sword 
and gold shield, typical of the Trajanic 
age, we have  a testimony of this fresco. 
Inside  the museum, you will find ex-
planatory panels that we suggest you to 
read.

The porch opened on the garden, 
while to the  south, along the road, we 
can enjoy the view over the valley 
thanks to some big windows. The land-
scape had to be extremely fascinating. 
Facing the mountain Scalambra (on the 
south side), we could see the most rough 
and wild aspects of the forest and, at the 
same time, found some relief thanks to 
the painted porch and the sweetness of 
its painted garden. Two semicircular 
basins covered with white marble are 
placed at the ends of  the two short sides. 
They  face each other  in a mirror, giving 
the idea of two small lakes (one, rein-
terred, is under the Museum and must 
be restored, the  other is  visible in front 
of the triclinium.) Finally, on the back-
ground, we can see a succession of 
niches covered with marble, from which 
flowed out fountains  that filled many 
holy water, as little waterfalls.

Soon after their  construction, 
some of these niches-fountains were 
walled for unknown reasons, probably 
because of some damages of the struc-
tures, provoked by them. This second 
intervention seems to determine a 
thickening of the retaining wall  of the 
upper  foundation. This hypothetical 
collapse would be attributable to par-
ticular hydrological characteristic of the 
territory, which is rich in karstic water.

Continuing our tour to the 
west, we reach the main body of the
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Pag. sinistra: dettaglio del clipeo 
recante la figura della Vittoria Alata
Sopra: particolare
Sotto: vista del portico

Left page: winged military victory 
represented on the clypaeus
Above: a detail
Below: a view of the porch



building. This  consists of rooms of 
variable size, regular in shape  and 
arranged along three optical  axes, in a 
East-West direction. It is  the  most 

representative part of  the  imperial 
residence, the one that gave us back 
most of the remains concerning decora-
tions.
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Pilastro del portico. Sullo sfondo le nicchie che si aprono lungo la sostruzione 
della platea superiore

A pillar of the porch. On the background the niches of the upper terrace

Pianta della Villa: a destra il giardino; a sinistra il settore 
residenziale (rielaborazione da FIORE 2003)

Above: plan of the Villa: on the right the park;
on the left the residential part (reworking from
FIORE 2003) 



At the centre there  is  a rectangu-
lar triclinium (13 x  9m). It has four 
doors with a low arch at the corners, 
alternated by two large windows that 
open on the side rooms. The entrance, 
which faces the garden, was framed by a 
pair of columns, as the sub-bases in lime-
stone testify. The opposite colonnade 
gave to the whole a monumental aspect.

By contrast, on the back wall, 
there was a nymphaeum consisted of 
three niches. One of them had a rectan-
gular shape and was placed in the mid-
dle, the others, provided of apses and 
placed on the sides, poured out water 
into the small lacus below. The niches 
were framed by large corbels of marble, 
decorated with marine theme represent-
ing dolphins and tritons.

They  served as support for the 
columns that supported the decorated 
architrave. Above, a frieze showed a 
mosaic in vitreus paste. This  mosaic 
reflected the sun's rays, which hit the 
water below and created a beautiful 
game of  lights and colours on the walls, 
covered with gilded plaster and marble.
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Sopra: vista frontale del Triclinio. Sotto: mensola con decorazione a bassorilievo 
proveniente dal ninfeo del Triclinio. Above: a frontal view of the Triclinium. Below: 
bass-relief decorate shelf from the Triclinium Ninphaeum



The nymphaeum, was approximately 
1,5 m above the  floor, and had a vault 
that gave harmony to the whole. The 
floor was characterized by a rich decora-
tion (opus sectile), made up by rectan-
gular slabs of  African marble, bordered 
with yellow listels of which only few 
portions remain.

During the  seven-nineteenth 
century the villa was used as quarry of 
precious  materials. Intensive excava-
tions were made in 1777, when the 
reconstruction of the cathedral of  St. 
Andrew, in Subiaco, began. One year 
later the excavations stopped because 
the marbles obtained were sufficient. A 
few years later (1780) some Corinthian 
capitals were discovered at the Villa: the 
discovery of precious material was not 
yet exhausted. From 1829 until the end 
of 1833, further restoration works were 
undertaken, in order to build the church 
of Santa Maria Assunta at Arcinazzo 
Romano15. A marble pediment with  a 
lemniscates crown is still  visible on the 
door of the church, while  within the 
church, two Corinthians capitals are 
now used as stamps. (Insert photo)

The "reputation" of the Villa 
over centuries is justified by its beauty. 
This kind of residences, built for the 
Emperor, were decorated with marble, 
filler and frescoes of  exceptional  manu-
facture.

The external aspects  of the 
building were different from today, it 
could be covered in marble and deco-
rated with frescoes and filler, sometimes 
further embellished with touches of 

gold. The floors of the main areas were 
made in the so-called opus sectile. This 
technique needed  the use of sectioned 
marble sheets in order to obtain very 
thin shapes, moulded with great preci-
sion in irregular pieces. Through the 
skilful use of the colour, you could com-
pose geometric and floral decorations, or 
faithful reproductions of architectural 
elements.

It is a real stone painting, which 
differs from mosaic for  the use of sophis-
ticated morphologic pieces, different in 
shape and size.

The opus sectile could decorate 
both the floor and the walls of a rooms.

The quality of materials, the 
skill of labour and the prestige  of the 
client made the Villa a real " golden 
home " of the Emperor  Trajan. It was a 
source  of  pride and, at the same time, of 
tragedy and destruction when, fallen 
into disuse, its historical and documen-
tal importance was lost.

The sack was long and slow and 
also humble material, such as lead 
which constituted the plumbing, was 
stolen. The deep  gap, between the  nym-
phaeum’s  basin and the triclinium’s 
floor, is due  to a sudden violent removal 
of a pipes leading that led to the semi-
circular fountain immediately  near to 
the triclinium, in the garden. Though 
humble, the lead was certainly useful, it 
melts at low temperatures, it is a soft, 
heavy metal, easy to shape  and to reuse. 
Therefore, in periods when the supply of 
materials was low, the Roman plants 
became a very useful resource for local
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15 Once called Ponza; Arcinazzo Romano is a toponyme, according to the king’s law 
N. 287 of  the 29th  may 1891.



communities, who could find in it met-
als and decorative elements which could 
be reused.

Leaving  the triclinium, we can 
see, on the right and on the left, the 
same sequence of  rooms: first, a large 
rectangular  atrium (18 m x 7,20), 
framed by two columns of which we can 
see only the basis. Positioned at the 
centre  of the four  columns, there  was a 
fountain whose remains are very few.

Rooms between the garden and 
interior rooms were  only partially cov-
ered with a floor but it was in  opus 
sectile.

The rooms placed at the back 
were remarkable because of  the  pre-
ciousness of their decorations. Impor-
tant guests were allowed to stay there, 
in the heart of the residence, the nearest 

point to the triclinar room. Because of 
the different level of the underground, 
the rooms on the  right and on the left, 
had different elevations. While in the 
down side structures are lower, until  a 
few inches up, the upper side retains 
walls of several meters high that allow 
us to understand the grandeur of  the 
architecture. According to a scheme 
already used for the triclinium, these 
two areas had two separate entrances, 
one from each corner, placed both near 
the window and opening on the vesti-
bule. The roof was  barrel-vaulted and 
floors were made of opus sectile, accord-
ing  to a geometric pattern that can be 
compared with  the one used for the 
triclinium’s apse of  the domus Flavia, 
on the Palatine hill in Rome.

Although the earth excavation
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Gli ambienti collocati alle spalle del Triclinio

Rooms behind the Triclinium



of the past upset the original pattern, 
the huge quantity of gilded filler, fres-
coes and marble  frames allow us to 
perceive  the particularity of these two 
rooms that probably were the most ex-
clusive part of the residence. The resto-
ration of thousands of fragments of 
frescoes (more than 11,000), issued from 
the excavation, will  recover large por-
tions of the decoration.

Long 10 metres and wide ap-
prox. 7, the two nobles  rooms had an 
high  barrel  vault laying on a massive 
brick pillars. There was  another  large 
rectangular  opening, opposite to that of 
the garden and placed at a higher level. 
It opened on the last room which had, 
once again, symmetrical sides. This is a 
particular solution that uses  the pro-
spective to create a "fifth stage" consists 
of rich  furnishings and elegant decora-
tions. The niches on the four walls tes-
tify the presence of noble statues or 
other furnishings. The host enjoyed a 
beautiful  view both to the east, where he 
saw the monumental garden, and to the 
west, where he could admire  the rich-
ness of the marble decorations and 
paintings.

There was  no direct access to 
these rooms: they had the only purpose of 
providing light and decoration and creat-
ing an artistic landscape of great beauty.

The toilettes were  located on the 
side  of  the monumental block, to make 
the host more comfortable. A narrow 
corridor, in the North, allowed servants 
to arrive  quietly in the halls of the 
foundation above. In the  southern part, 
according to a similar  pattern, there 

were four rooms connected together by 
doors. From the last one you could enter 
a stairway which lead  to the upper 
foundation. Next to these rooms, three 
small rectangular rooms were created. 
In one of them (room XVI), which con-
sists  of  a recess cubiculum of 3.65 x 
2,50 m., it was found the only integral 
part of the floor, in opus sectile. Maybe, 
because of  the small  size, the room for-
tunately escaped the sack and now can 
show entirely  its fine floor in marble 
slabs listing with green serpentine. The 
absence of subsequent ravaging allowed 
us to recover many fragments of fres-
coes, partly reassembled and recon-
struct the original decoration of the 
walls. The Civic seat of the municipal 
Antiquarium of  the Trajan’s  Villa is 
dedicated to these frescos and is   located 
at a few km from Arcinazzo Romano, in 
S. Nicola street16.
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16 The ticket of  the Villa is available also for the civic seat.

Il corridoio di servizio

The servants corridor



Le indagini condotte consen-
tono un certo ottimismo. La campa-
gna di prospezione elettromagneti-
ca, realizzata mediante l'uso del 
georadar dall'Istituto per le Tecno-
logie Applicate ai Beni Culturali del 
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, 
ha permesso di rilevare in maniera 
dettagliata le strutture murarie se-
polte le quali, quando saranno og-
getto di indagine, apporteranno 
nuove scoperte, spostando in avanti 
il confine della conoscenza del sito.
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La pianta della Villa secondo l’ipotesi 
elaborata grazie all’uso del georadar
(S. SGALAMBRO)

A hypotetical reconstruction of the plan 
of the Villa according to the results of the 
electromagnetic prospecting survey (S. 
SGALAMBRO)



Immediately behind the triclin-
ium, there are four  narrow and long 
rooms. They have a  rough pavement 
and no plaster, and were  conceived in 
order to support the upper floors (at 
least one). 

These rooms were reachable 
through a cryptoportic, placed in the 
western side, therefore not yet object of 
excavation. Earth excavation, due to 
sack, provoked a general destruction of 
the archaeological stratigraphy, gath-
ered over centuries. Unfortunately, 
although many founding belong to the 
Trajan age, there are many doubts about 
the reconstruction of  the  Villa. It is not 
certain, for  example, if  it was ended 
after or before the death of the Emperor. 
Only  after the end of the excavation it 
will  be possible to set the various rooms 
in a chronological  order and  to deter-
mine  whether a single project was con-
ceived or  the villa is  the result of vari-
ous changes made during the  construc-
tion and even after the death of Trajan 
himself. Although the excavations car-
ried  out until  now are encouraging, 
they show only a fifth of the whole. In 
the upper foundation, which is wider 
than the lower  one, we will find beaches, 
barracks, warehouses, kitchens and 
rooms for servants.

It is not even clear if the villa 

was gradually abandoned or reoccupied 
for less  important uses. Signs of this 
reoccupation appear near the avant-corp, 
on the left of  the  entrance, where you can 
see later works belonging to the fourth 
century AD. Anyway in other cases, the 
processes of  reoccupation of large Roman 
estates are well  documented, since  the 
end of IV - early V c. A.D. Often these 
phenomena generated real local settle-
ment, giving birth to agricultural com-
munities that exploited the land of the 
Villa for their maintenance.

These gaps should not be con-
sidered as for sure. The excavation of 
additional areas  of the  Villa, or hypo-
geous rooms, such as the  cryptoportic, 
the study of the decoration, the painting 
stratigraphy and especially later works 
on the foundation could establish with 
more precision the history of  the Villa 
from Emperor Trajan’s death until to-
day. 

The surveys already done make 
us optimistic. The electromagnetic 
prospecting  campaign, through the use 
of a georadar, provided by the Institute 
for Technologies Applied to Cultural 
Heritage of  the National Research 
Council, allowed us to discover, in a 
very  detailed way, buried walls which 
will  bring us new discoveries and addi-
tional information about the site.
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The Museum

The municipal Antiquarian of 
the Villa of Trajan, which opened the 
20th June 2004, is placed in the same  
archaeological area of the Villa, in a 
small farmhouse, already existing and 
restored for the occasion. The structure 
is  the  result of a political agreement 
signed in 1998 between the  town of 
Arcinazzo Romano, the Lazio Region 
and the Ministry of Culture. The 
agreement also included  the excavation, 
the construction of the  museum and the 
enhancement of the archaeological area. 
Although already known, this area be-
came subject of excavations only be-
tween 1955 and 1960 and then during 
the seventies and eighties.

Mysteriously fallen the interest 
in the monument, it disappeared from 

the archaeological scene  for nearly two 
decades, during which it was prey of 
illegal excavations.

Indispensable tool for  “reading” 
and understanding the imperial  resi-
dence, the  Antiquarium houses a collec-
tion of some of the most significant 
finding.

The collection is divided  into 
two sections, one concerns the tech-
niques and materials used to build the 
walls, the  other concerns decorations. 
The museum is projected into the future 
and was conceived  in order to defend 
culture. Therefore, its collection is  in 
constant expansion as well as its “hori-
zons”. The decoration of  the Villa, in 
particular painting, represents its  most 
interesting part, not only for  its aes-
thetic and artistic importance, but also 
because through it, we can know more 
about its historical period.
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Le sale espositive

The exhibition rooms



Technical and construction materials

(Room 1 - Showcase 1 and 2)

The Roman walls, whatever is 
the work, are essentially made up of two 
elements: the cement core, made up by 
pieces of stone and mortar, and the face 
(the external  part of  the walls), the one 
visible to us. For the  first one, there is 
more than one type, in relation to the 
environments where it is built. In case of 
buildings built near water or close to it 
for example, it is common, in the Lazio 
and Campania, to mix mortar with 
burned lime and pozzolana (lapis  pute-
olanus), in order to increase its  water’s 
resistance. For  the face, there are  several 
possibilities, according to the material 
and method of settlement. Here, a list of 
those used for the Villa of Trajan:

Mixed work: the mixed use  of 
stone tiles with a pyramidal shape (cu-
bilia), arranged along oblique axes, 
alternating with lines of bricks.

Reticulate work: the only use 
of cubilia, arranged in a an oblique 
direction in order to form a reticulation.

Brickwork: made only by bricks.
Bordered work: the use of  blocks 

of tufa or limestone, arranged horizon-
tally and alternating with lines of bricks.

If in most cases, the stone was 
found directly in loco (in Arcinazzo,  
limestone was also taken from fluvial 
deposits of the paleo-Aniene), bricks 
could also have other sources or  be pro-
duced directly  on the site. Their use  was 
rather simple. A mixture of clay was 
prepared and left to settle in basins 
filled with water. Some sand was added 
in the  purest part, as degreasing, ac-
cording to a procedure similar to that 
used for ceramic. The degreaser  im-
proved the plasticity of  the material and 
avoid that damages could  appear on the 
surface, during cooking. Once ready, 
the mixture was placed in wood cell of 
various shapes and left to dry, especially 
during   cold seasons. Then, the mixture 
was baked in kilns at a temperature of 
about 1000 ° C.
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Sopra: sezione di un muro romano 
(GIULIANI 2006, ediz. CD-Rom)

Sotto: l’Opera mista

Above:  section of a Roman wall
(GIULIANI 2006, CD-Rom edit.)

Below: the mixed work



The manufacture of bricks was a 
real industrial activity that took place 
in special factories (figlinae). These 
sites, often belonging to the  Emperor or 
people connected to the court, used to 
seal their  products with a circular, 
semicircular or rectangular stamps, as 
trademark17. Most of them belonging to 
the officinator Erasinus, an imperial 
freedman18. Anyway, bad conditions of 
transport and proximity  to quarries 

suggested the use of  local bricks. Many 
bricks bear footprints of animals. So, 
they give us not only information on 
wildlife  but also show that a stock of 
material was produced locally  and 
"branded" by wild  animals during the 
night, when they went down hill "walk-
ing" on the clay that was drying.
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17  Information contained in stamps were of various kind and could carry the name 
of the owner of the figlinae, of the contractor (conductor) or the executor (officinator) of 
the work for which bricks were requested.
These data are very important  because they allow archaeologists to  determine the 
exact date of the works within which they are found or the chronology of the 
restoration’s works.

18  The certificate is not a unicum: in 101-102 Trajan nominated an Erasinus "pontifex 
maximus", while a burial inscription found on the Appia street shows the name of an 
Erasinus "libertus" of  Trajan.

Esempio di fornace per laterizi

Example of brick-kiln



A second part of the  collection is 
dedicated to the instrumentum domesti-
cum (showcase 2), a collection of  every-
day objects  and tools  of common use 
which testify  of the life  of that period. 
You can see remarkable examples  of 
glazed pottery of  fine workmanship and 
an interesting rim’s fragment of a large 
ceramic jar, kept in showcase 2: it shows 
some damages on the surface, probably 
due  to a wrong quantity of degreasing 
or to an unexpected event during cook-
ing. This small  fragment shows how 
this factory was well equipped not only 
for building material, but also provided 
of furnaces  for the production of jars  or 
other containers commonly used.

A marble basin decorated with 
strigils was found in the monumental 
garden (in front of showcase 2) as well 
as hollow vessels, used for the creation 
of a floral  backdrop, with vegetation and 
aromatic plants, typical of the roman 
ars topiaria (showcase 2).

The flat arch

One of the most important ar-
chitectural aspects found in the  Villa is 
the use  of the so-called flat arch, proba-
bly used in the construction of the  col-
onnade  in front of the triclinium. We 
need some remarks in order to well 
understand this kind of structure.

In architecture there are two 
different  types of techniques: the non 
spingente  system and the spingente19 
system. The first one is not able to 
download its weight to the ground, so it 
generates  forces that must download 
weight on their supports.

An example of non spingente 
system structure is the  so-called  tril-
ithic system, used by man for  thousands 
of years to build Stonehenge and the 
Pantheon, which consists of two jambs 
supporting  a flat arch. This structure is 
very  simple to build and therefore very 
widespread. But it has a structural 
limit: the exclusive vertical discharge of 
the compression, due to its weight, does 
not allow to build either complex  struc-
tures nor wide spans (the distance be-
tween two piers). The work of the archi-
trave, if not well distributed and down-
loaded on the piers below, generates the 
break of it and the collapse of the whole 
building. The spingente system, in-
stead, gathers all those architectural 
solutions  able  to generate  not only 
vertical  forces, but also to download its 
weight on another element, f.i. the  arch; 
this is a structural element with a 
curved shape, built with ashlar and 
arranged in a radial way or  joined by 
bricks and mortar, in order to draw a 
parabolic silhouette.
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19  N.d.t. : Maybe “spingente” could be translate with “truss”in English, as truss is a 
structure comprising one or more triangular units constructed with straight members 
whose ends are connected at  joints referred to as nodes. External forces and 
reactions to those forces are considered to  act only at the nodes and result in forces in 
the members which are either tensile or compressive forces. Moments (torques) are 
explicitly excluded because, and only because, all the joints in a truss are treated as 
revolutes. But I preferred to keep the Italian name, as there are some variations 
between systems.



The spingente system, instead, 
gathers all those architectural solutions 
able to generate  not only vertical forces, 
but also to download its weight on an-
other element, f.i. the arch; this is a struc-
tural element with a curved shape, built 
with ashlar and arranged in a radial way 
or  joined by bricks and mortar, in order 
to draw a parabolic silhouette. Unlike 
trilithic structure, the arch can better 
download the compression, due to the 
weight of overlying structures, and 
therefore is able  to support wider spans 
and very complex structures.

The flat arch is a special archi-
tectural  expedient because it is similar 
to an architrave, but structurally be-
longing  to the spingente system, being 
in fact comparable to a very low arch.

Although among the  spingente 
systems, it is the weaker  and unable to 
withstand very wide spans20, from the 
first century A.D. it had a moderate 
success in the residential construction: 
it was used in the Domus Aurea of 
Nero (octagonal room), in the Villa of 
Trajan in Arcinazzo Romano and, with 
some variations , in the Hadrian's Villa 
in Tivoli (the maritime theatre  and the 
Doric pillars’ room).

The widespread use of the flat 
arch depends essentially  on avoiding the 
expensive  monolithic architraves. The 

latter, keeping the formal aspect of the 
trilithic system (architrave and col-
umns), is structurally placed on the 
opposite side, being supported by a 
spingente system.

The decoration

(Room 2 - Showcases 3, 4 and 5)

The marbles - The excavations 
restored many marble decorations com-
ing  from the Mediterranean. Although 
they were exotic and expensive, the 
precious  marbles were always available 
for a high-ranking clients, because they 
were constantly collected and put in 
special  stores in Rome and subsequently 
sorted where required: for this purpose 
it was set the Ratio Marmorum, a sort 
of ministry  intended to manage a very 
active and profitable market. Each area 
of the Empire gave its contribution of 
stones to Rome: Spain, Gaul, Greece, 
Asia Minor, Egypt, Tripolitania, Nu-
midia, Mauritania and, of course, Italy. 
We can imagine the expense  necessary 
for the Villa of Trajan: if for the journey 
from the Mediterranean to Rome lapi-
dariae ships were  used, transport by 
land  provided consignment by wagons 
according to the necessary amount of 
material. The wagons were loaded with 
semi-finished material, more easily
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20  Structurally, it  consists in placing elements with a trapezoidal shape (pulvini) on 
the vertical of each column . Each column is joined to another through a marble 
base (lower portion of the entablature), above which bricks are arranged in a radial 
way so that the two on the shoulder of the pulvino have an angle of 60 ° and the 
central brick is, instead, placed on the vertical. The most stressed parts were the 
extremities, which should oppose both vertical and horizontal forces. Each of them 
distributed the pressure on both sides of the pulvino, so the two lateral forces clashed 
in the centre of  it, dumped on the capital and, finally, on the column.



stored. Once the  material arrived, the 
final processing and lying  started. This 
last phase is  documented by initials or 
numbers engraved on bases, capitals, or 
marble planks. It is remarkable a frag-
ment of the floor where we can see the 
charcoal drawing of a donkey that 
pushes a chariot (showcase 2).

A fragment’s collection of wall 
stone and cornices are visible in the 
marble’s  section (showcase  3). They 
testify how many different materials 
were used for the rooms’ design: serpen-
tine, cipollino, holy door, antique yel-
low, antique red, pavonazzetto, breach 
of Skyros, Carrara marble, etc.

The mixed use of  polychrome 
marbles was used for floors  or wall 
covered  in opus sectile, which are com-
pletely  lost, for the most part. An ex-
ample is provided by a small marble 
Ionic capital made up by Egyptian ser-
pentine and white Carrara’s marble.

Nowadays, this kind of decora-
tions could seem strange and colourful. 
Marble, stucco, frescoes and mosaics 
were naturally coloured or expressly 
painted; strong colours like red, yellow 
and gold covered the walls and floors.

The Frescoes - Since 2003, it 
started an important work of  restora-
tion and reconstruction of frescoes. 
Some of them are already visible at the 
civic seat of the Antiquarium, in the 
centre  of Arcinazzo Romano, in S. Ni-
cola street, and described in the follow-
ing paragraphs.

This work of restoration, very 
delicate and expensive, is difficult be-
cause of the well known events of rob-
bery that upset the original monument. 

If the  collapse of structures provokes 
extensive damages to decoration, the 
microstratigraphic collection of the 
founding allows their partial or  com-
plete  reconstruction. The earthworks of 
the past, not only provoked the impov-
erishment of the structure and the loss 
of precious archaeological data, but also 
the further fragmentation of  portions  of  
frescos, giving rise to a real puzzle made 
up of more than 11,000 pieces. A mu-
seum setting is strongly linked to the 
nature and size of the object that will  be 
exhibited; therefore nowadays the  mu-
seum, especially for what concerns fres-
cos, shows only in part its potential. 
Once the work is completed, it will 
show its uniform and final exhibition 
project.

One of the most representative 
founding currently exposed, comes from 
the porch’s vault, placed on the founda-
tion. It consists of  a large fragment of 
painted  plaster, representing a clypeus 
decorated with the  image of a winged 
Victory, bringing a weapons’ trophy. 
The founding was found miraculously 
intact. Four red friezes, in a radial ar-
rangement, divided into four portions 
the vault. The dark background, which 
characterizes the representation, was 
decorated with festoons, palmette and 
floral decoration and a continuous 
frieze with meander. Other two large 
fragments of painted vault, although 
they are not directly related  to the 
fragments in question, can find an hy-
pothetical  place in the general  decora-
tion and therefore allow a more detailed 
vision of it. The frescos of the vault were 
geometrically divided: on the top there 
was the clypeus representing the central
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element around which was arranged the 
rest of  the decoration. This sort of 
modular dimension of the representa-
tion could  be repeated several  times 
along the length of  the porch or  alter-
nated with other representations.

The Victory is identified with 
the Greek Nike, whose  statue of  Sa-
mothrace is very famous. She was a 
goddess, personifying victory in battle, 
usually  depicted with wings and a 
crown of laurel on her head, or a palm 
branch in her hand. Although at first 
she was considered inferior to a real 
goodness, starting from the Persian 
Wars (V c. B.C.) her popularity grew 
until  reaching the top during the Helle-
nistic  age  (323 BC - 31 BC) . Since the 
late Republican period and for all  the 
Imperial period, Victory became the 
subject of many feasts. In 82  BC Silla 
set up games in honour of the goddess, 
as well as Julius Caesar did later.

In the clypeus of  Arcinazzo, the 
goodness is depicted with open wings 
while and preparing for getting down; 
in her left hand, she holds  a rod, bearing 
a weapon trophy on the top. The rod is 
also supported by  her right hand above 
the head. It consists of a central ele-
ment, perhaps a chest armour with two 
shields on its sides; on the top you can 
see an helmet.

The Victory was linked to mili-
tary feasts  as she used to announce the 
outcome of  battles. During the Augus-
tan and the imperial  Age, the iconogra-
phy of the Victoria knows a great for-
tune and spread, at least until the V-VI 
c. AD. It was strictly linked with suc-
cesses in battle and it becomes one of  the 
most useful instrument of  military 
propaganda.

The Arcinazzo’s  painting, put 
in the historical context of  Trajan’s  
military campaigns, does  not hint to a 
clear military victory, but represents the 
iconographic expression of its conquests 
that however, in those years was  also 
expressed through the coinage of a de-
narius with the initials VIC DAC 
(“Dacian Victory").

Over the centuries, it was 
gradually used in other contexts, far 
from the military portrayals, and ap-
peared also in decoration of  everyday 
objects, leaving from the old celebratory 
role.
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Exposure of the 

Villa of Traiano 

decorative setting

The civic21 seat houses some of 

the most important archaeological finds, 
belonging to two main categories: mar-
ble fragments and wall frescoes.

In the case of the  small cubicu-
lum “Room XVI”, it was possible to 
reconstruct, almost entirely, the decora-
tive frame of the wall  frescoes, and to 
recreate one of the best preserved and 
charming areas of the Villa of Trajan.

The Ground Floor

The ground floor concerns the 
architecture  of the Villa and give us 
more information about the most inter-
esting  elements: the  architecture of the 
garden and its porch, the picturesque 
reconstruction of the triclinium’s foun-
tain and the architectural orders used 
for decoration.

Some marble finds, including a 
beautiful  pulvino’s cornice and frag-
ments  of entablature, are the direct 
proofs of the craftsmen’s ability  in deco-
ration.

The First Floor

The first floor  displays the  fres-
coes found during the excavations. In 
order to make more exhaustive your 
visit to the museum, we would like to 

explain the  pictorial techniques used for 
them, while for their description, you 
can refer to panels in the museum.

The Frescoes

Despite painting  is one of the 
first artistic expression of man, there are 
not many examples that we can admire, 
especially when compared with the 
space of time  they cover. The reason of 
this phenomenon is the little capacity of 
preservation of paint pigments and 
their  supports. There are different types 
of painting and techniques, of course. 
The possibility that frescoes, and their 
iconographic messages, reach us  de-
pends  on the material with which they 
are realized.

Wood, textiles, leather and other 
biological materials  are exposed to natu-
ral disruptive processes and inevitably 
they are lost together with their ico-
nographic message.

By contrast the vase  painting 
reserved for the vessels production,
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Frammento di trabeazione;
cornice di pulvino

A fragment of  entablature;
pulvino’s cornice 



thanks to a particular physical-chemical 
process  that generates "the eternal” 
ceramic, is widely widespread, as sev-
eral finds can testify. For what concerns 
walls painting, we don’t have many 
finds.

For the Greek period, we know 
their  themes and technique only 
through written sources, which do not 
fail to consider painting among the 
most popular arts, like sculpture. 
Thanks to them, famous characters, 
whose deeds are  unknown, are handed 
down to us.

Etruscan’s finds are just as rare 
as exceptional, and consist mainly  of 
decorations of the tombs’ walls, which 
were reserved for wealthier citizens.

Little or nothing also remains of 
the Roman age  (f.i., triumphant paint-
ing  that, from the third century BC., 
becomes an instrument of propaganda 
for military victories) and periods rich 
in finding that testify the fine ability 
achieved by craftsmen22.

The story of the bizarre and 
fantastic Fabullo is suspended between 
destruction and memory. He was one of 
the few painters  whose  name is known. 
He was charged by Nero to create the 
wall paintings of his Domus Aurea, 
rediscovered in the '500 and described 
as "grotesque" because of their condi-
tions after centuries under the ground.

Therefore, the history of  Roman 
painting  is mainly the history of ex-
traordinary discoveries, as f.i. the fres-
coes of the Villa of Trajan. They cover a 
rich period (early II c. AD) from a 
documentary point of view. Organic 
proofs that reached us are generally 
limited to the Augustan, Nero and 
Hadrian age.
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represent the most important  pictorial heritage in Italy. In addition, we can also 
admire other extraordinary finds such as a big portion of wall frescoes of the I c. BC 
representing the celebration of a marriage, discovered in 1605 near the arch of 
Galliano at Esquilino hill, in Rome, and nowadays exhibited at the Vatican Museum, 
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can admire its frescoes for garden between naturalism and imagination.

Frammento di stucco con decorazioni 
architettoniche e figurate

A fragment of stucco with architectonic 
and figurative decoration



The current study therefore, 
lead us to complete in a detailed way 
our knowledge.

In addition, the imperial pa-
trons suggests the  commitment of 
teachers and  raw materials  of high level, 
as proved by the constant and generous 
use  of rare and expensive red cinnabar. 
The iconological  representations are 
closely linked to the imperial patrons. 
They   have propagandistic, descriptive 
or commemorative  meaning and, there-
fore, they are a precious source of in-
formation. On this point, we remind 
you of the clypeus, representing the 
Winged Victory, preserved in the Anti-
quarium of  the Villa, as demonstration 
of the  celebrative role  reserved to paint-
ing in such a context.

The technique of the frescoes
This technique consists  of a 

pigment made up, for the most part, by 
mineral  dissolved in water on a plas-
ter’s surface  (lime and sand) not yet 
dry. The lime contained in the plaster 
starts a chemical process, of the calcium 
hydroxide together with carbon dioxide 
present in the air, that produces calcium 
carbonate (carbonation or crystalliza-
tion of calcium carbonate ). The car-
bonation "traps"  all inert gas in the 
impasto, including colour, creating a 
hard surface, insoluble and enough 
resistant to atmospheric agents.

Carbonation lasts about three 
hours, and this is the  main difficulty in 

the realization of the frescoes. A fresco is 
irreversible and does  not allow many 
second thoughts during painting. Al-
though little  adjustments are always 
possible  later, they tend to detach easily 
as they  don’t take part to the solidifica-
tion process.

In order to limit these  risks, the 
Romans employed various craftsmen, 
simultaneously engaged during the 
execution of the fresco and each of them 
had a specific task. First of  all, a foul 
proof was prepared, in order to have the 
right size and proportions of the repre-
sentation. This phase is  called Sinopia, 
as the ochres  earth used at first for this 
purpose, came from the Black Sea city of 
Sinope. Craftsmen had the task of draw-
ing  up the  fund, but only the most 
skilled could realise the representation.

Frescoes of Room XVI
This small room escaped the 

regular marbles’ sacks of which, for 
centuries, the  residence was victim, and 
now it is a little jewel. Not only it kept 
intact the original  floor in opus sectile, 
but also brought back several fragments 
of frescoes. Thanks to them and to the 
patient work of restorers, it was possible 
to reconstruct large portions of  the 
original decoration. Below, you can find 
a description of it, according to the 
different locations they (the  fragment) 
belonged and to their traditional ico-
nographic scheme, mainly divided in 
three areas: lower, central and upper23.
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Lower area: south and north walls

Both theses walls are character-
ized by a decoration on a red back-
ground on which the scenes are painted. 
In the south wall there is represented a 
male figure dressed in a white short 
tunic with blue borders. His head is 
surrounded by a crown made of  vegetal 
elements and he bears, in his right 
hand, a censer lid placed over a support. 
The entire representation has an archi-
tectural  frame made with great details 
and a realistic perspective of great im-
pact. The architectures  likely refers  to 
an arcade, along which there are some 
modules  composed by  a semicircular 
central  space between two smaller 
rooms with a rectangular shape. Inside 
the central room we can see the most 
important scenes: the male character 
described before and a bronze tripod on 
which stands a censer in the fragment 
of the north wall. The rectangular 
rooms instead houses  high golden can-
dlesticks.

The rooms are separated by 
columns and pilasters in old yellow 
marble on which lay some marble balus-
trades.

Between the two pairs of  col-
umns  there are painted stairs that lead 
upstairs, above which the main scene of 
the whole performance takes place.

Central area: south and north 
walls

The central area of the  fresco has 
the same red background and the  same 
architectural framework.

On the  fragment, belonging to 
the south wall, there is painted a scene 
in which a group of individuals of high 
military rank, dressed in a red tunic 
and a long blue  cloak, are gathered 
around another character, who is 
wrapped in a white  coat, crowned by an 
ivy crown and performing a ritual  sac-
rifice.

On the north wall, we can see 
represented a big temple, depicted with
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yellow gold brushstrokes. The facade of 
the temple is framed by two curtains of 
fabric, perhaps representing pavilions or 
towers with a military function, similar 
to those  represented in the relief of the 
Trajan's column in the Forum.

Near the temple, there is a large 
group of people, which  is unfortunately 
not well preserved.

Above the pediment of the tem-
ple, three female  figures, identifiable 
with the winged victories and support-
ing  a vegetable ornament, circle. Next 
to them, there is  a fourth figure, not 
well  defined, perhaps a horse, a chariot, 
or a weapons’ trophy, as suggested by 
two oval  shields typical of the Dacian, 
defeated by Trajan during his  military 
campaigns carried out between 104 - 
105 and 116-117 AD.

The scenes depicted on a red 
background were framed by friezes with 
floral decoration, as f.i. ear of wheat, 
leaves and flowers, visible in the show-
case placed at the first floor.

The scenes represented testify 
sacrificial processions, carried out by 
people with military or political tasks.

Fragments with nilotic scene
Some fragments put together, 

but not placed in a larger decorative 
scheme, reproduce a scene on the  Nile 
river in Egypt.

Such kind of representations are 
typical of the Roman art24  and reflect 
the importance of  the African province 
and the fascination that the flora and 
fauna, typical of  this landscape, had on 
the Roman society, as  they were  very 
unusual for European regions.

In this painting, three male 
characters, probably on a boat, are mov-
ing  on a landscape characterized by 
aquatic plants (the lower part of the 
decoration). The scene is  enclosed in an 
oval frame decorated with red festoons, 
a crocodile and an ibis, clear reference  to 
the local fauna.

The main character of the repre-
sentation, lying on one side, wears a 
toga and crown of vine leaves. On both 
sides there are a Silenus who plays the 
double tibia (on the left) and a satyr 
sitting  next to a jar (on the right). The 
last scene refers to the typical  symbol-
ism of  Dionysian representations.
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con titolatura imperiale

CIL XV, 7893a, (Imp. Nervae Traiani Caesar. Aug./German. sub cura  Hebri 

lib. proc.)

CIL XV, 7893b, 7894 (simili)
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CIL XV, 7770-7771
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